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Abstract

In a related paper (Jones et al., Comput Mech, 1998;22:413) the problem of maximizing the depth of
penetration by a normally impacting cylindrical projectile by optimizing the nose geometry was considered.
These results were accomplished by neglecting any frictional resistance o!ered by the target and only
considering the normal pressure acting against the penetrator nose. The problem of maximizing the
penetration depth achieved by the normal impact of a cylindrical projectile including the e!ects of friction
acting on the penetrator nose is a much more challenging problem. In this paper, the normal impact and
penetration problem is considered including the e!ects of pressure-dependent friction. ( 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In an earlier paper, Jones et al. [1] presented the nose geometry for a normal impacting, rigid
projectile that maximizes penetration depth. This problem was solved by neglecting all forms of
friction that act on the penetrator nose. By assuming that the pressure that acts on the nose of the
penetrator is of Poncelet form [2] (see also [3,4, p. 15] or [5, pp. 200, 210]), it was shown that
the nose had a fairly simple geometry. In spite of the simplicity of this result, it is surprising that
the optimal geometry had a blunt nose regardless of the nose length.

For moderate to low impact velocities there seemed to be little to gain from the optimal
geometry over most others. However, at very high impact velocities (say, those in excess of
1000 m/s), substantial di!erences could be noted in penetration depth when compared to other
conventional geometries. As indicated earlier, the projectile impacts normally and it is assumed
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of the nose of an axisymmetric penetrator. The penetrator is acted upon by a continuous pressure
p and friction (per unit area) f. The length of the nose of the projectile is b and the radius of the shank is a.

that the energy level is high enough to neglect any of the e!ects associated with entry into the
target.

There has been much e!ort directed toward understanding the various forms that friction can
take (e.g., [6] or [7]). This is a very complicated problem, especially when high sliding speeds are
involved (e.g., [8}10]). Very little appears to be known about the friction that acts on bodies during
high velocity penetration. However, evidence points toward some pressure dependence with
a reduced coe$cient of friction. The simplest form that such friction can take is that which is
proportional to the pressure, similar to classical Coulomb friction. Other forms have been
proposed (e.g., [9]) and these could be incorporated into the analysis presented in this paper with
more di$culty. The present e!ort utilizes a friction force that is proportional to the pressure and
this has a substantial e!ect on the results. Some unexpected complexities make any form of
approximate solution practically impossible. A numerical study of the solutions to the Euler}
Lagrange equation is performed. The results are both interesting and useful.

2. Force of resistance on the projectile

Consider a rigid axisymmetric projectile normally penetrating a semi-in"nite target. The cross-
section of the tip is shown in Fig. 1. The length of the nose is b and the radius of the shank of the
projectile is a. For all acceptable nose geometries y"y(x), y(0)"0 and y(b)"a. We assume in this
analysis that the e!ects of friction are negligible beyond the nose at x"b.

The increment of force resisting the motion of the projectile is

dF"2py( p sin h#f cos h) ds, (1)
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where

ds"J1#y@2 dx (2)

is the increment of arc length on the surface of the nose. From the geometry in Fig. 1, it is easy to see
that

y@"tan h, (3)

sin h"
y@

J1#y@2
(4)

and

cos h"
1

J1#y@2
. (5)

Substituting Eqs. (2), (4) and (5) into Eq. (1), we "nd

dF"2py(y@p#f ) dx (6)

which can be integrated between x"0 and b to give the net force F resisting the motion of the
projectile

F"2pP
b

0

(yy@p#yf ) dx. (7)

3. Friction on the projectile

There are a number of forms that friction may take. Among the simplest for this problem is
friction proportional to the normal pressure p. Take the coe$cient of friction to be k and

f"kp. (8)

As we assumed in our previous paper [1], the pressure p is of the Poncelet type

p"Av2 sin2 h#B, (9)

where A and B are constants, v is the current axial velocity of the projectile, and v sin h is the
normal component of axial velocity contributing to the pressure at the surface of the nose (see [3]).
Now, substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (7), we "nd

F"2pP
b

0
CAv2y

y@3#ky@2
1#y@2

#B(yy@#ky)D dx, (10)

where sin h in Eq. (9) has been replaced by the right-hand side of Eq. (4).
When k"0 in Eq. (10), we return to the problem considered in [1] in which the net resistive

force has the form

F"2pAv2P
b

0

yy@3
1#y@2

dx#pa2B (11)
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and it is easy to see that maximum depth of penetration can be achieved when the integral I

I"P
b

0

yy@3
1#y@2

dx (12)

is a minimum, because F is a minimum. However, when friction is included it is not so easy to see
which geometry will optimize the depth of penetration looking at Eq. (10).

4. Maximum penetration depth

The equation of motion of the projectile is

mv5 "!F

"!pa2(ANv2#BM), (13)

where m is the projectile mass and

N"

2
a2P

b

0

y
y@3#ky@2
1#y@2

dx

"2aP
1

0

z
az@3#kz@2
1#a2z@2

dm (14)

and

M"1#
2k
a2P

b

0

y dx

"1#
2k
a P

1

0

z dm. (15)

In the last two equations, x"bm, y"az, a"a/b, where z"z(m) and m are dimensionless variables
with z(0)"0 and z(1)"1.

Because N and M are time-independent functions, Eq. (13) can be simply integrated, which leads to

P"

m
2na2AN

lnA1#
AN
BM

v2
0B, (16)

where P is the penetration depth. In order to "nd the geometry that maximizes P, we must vary z in
Eqs. (14) and (15) for each "xed value of a and k. Suppose that z"w(m) maximizes P in Eq. (16).
Consider variations of this path with

z"w#eg, (17)

where e is a parameter and g"g(m) is any di!erentiable function with g(0)"g(1)"0. Substituting
Eq. (17) into Eqs. (14) and (15), we see that N"N(e) and M"M(e). Further, it is now clear from
Eq. (16) that P"P(e) with max P"P(0). Hence, it follows that dP/de"0 at e"0.
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By di!erentiating Eq. (16) with respect to e, we "nd

dP
de

"

!m
2pa2AN2GClnA1#

AN
BM

v2
0B!

(AN/BM)v2
0

1#(AN/BM)v2
0
D

dN
de

#

Av2
0

B
N2

M2

1
1#(AN/BM)v2

0

dM
de H. (18)

The derivatives dN/de and dM/de can be found by di!erentiating Eqs. (14) and (15)

dN
de

"2aP
1

0

gC
L/
Lz

!

d
dmA

L/
Lz@BDdm, (19)

where

/(z, z@)"z
az@3#kz@2
1#a2z@2

(20)

and

dM
de

"

2k
a P

1

0

g dm. (21)

In Eqs. (19) and (20), z@"dz/dm. Now, substituting Eqs. (19) and (21) into Eq. (18) and computing
lime?0

dP/de"0, leads to

2aClnA1#j
NM
MM B!

jNM /MM
1#jNM /MM DP

1

0

gC
L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@BDdm#

2k
a

j
NM 2
MM 2

1
1#jNM /MM P

1

0

g dm

"P
1

0
G2aCln(1#jNM /MM )!

jNM /MM
1#jNM /MM DC

L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@BD#

2k
a

j
NM 2
MM 2

1
1#jNM /MM H dm"0,

(22)

where

NM "2aP
1

0

w
aw@3#kw@2
1#a2w@2

dm (23)

and

MM "1#
2k
a P

1

0

w dm (24)

and j"Av2
0
/B. Because Eq. (22) must hold for all admissible variations g on the interval 0)m)1

with g(0)"g(1)"0, it follows that w satis"es

a2ClnA1#j
NM
MM B!

jNM /MM
1#jNM /MM D C

L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@BD#kj

NM 2
MM 2

1
1#jNM /MM

"0. (25)
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This equation is the Euler}Lagrange equation for the variational problem described by Eq. (16). It
is far more complicated than the usual Euler}Lagrange equation because NM and MM involve
integrals of the dependent variable w from Eqs. (23) and (24). Additionally, referring back to the
de"nition of / in Eq. (20), we can expand the derivatives indicated in Eq. (25) to get

L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@B"

ka2w@4!2aw@3!kw@2
(1#a2w@2)2

#wwA
2a3w@3#6ka2w@2!6aw@!2k

(1#a2w@2)3
, (26)

where w@"dw/dm and wA"d2w/dm2. This means that not only are there integrals of the dependent
variable and its derivative in Eq. (25), but there are also derivatives through the second order. Eq.
(25) is a nonlinear di!erential}integral equation of extraordinary complexity to be solved subject to
the two-point boundary conditions w(0)"0 and w(1)"1. There may be some useful approxima-
tions to this problem, but in the interests of expedience we will pass up this approach and solve the
problem numerically.

Before turning to the solution of Eq. (25), we should note that it reduces to the Euler}Lagrange
equation for the frictionless case [1] when k"0. When kP0, the second term in Eq. (25) vanishes,
while MM P1 and

NM P2a2P
1

0

ww@3
1#a2w@2

dm. (27)

This leaves us with the product

a2Cln(1#jNM )!
jNM

1#jNM D C
L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@BD"0 (28)

with

L/
Lw

!

d
dmA

L/
Lw@B"

!2aw@3
(1#a2w@2)2

#wwA
2a3w@3!6aw@
(1#a2w@2)3

. (29)

For a2O0 and NM '0, the "rst of the two factors in Eq. (28) does not vanish. This leaves only the
second factor to satisfy Eq. (28). Hence, the factor shown in Eq. (29) must equal zero and this is the
Euler}Lagrange equation presented in [1] for the frictionless case.

5. Numerical solution methodology

A numerical solution for Eq. (25) was obtained by assuming a solution of the following form:

z"a
1
mn#a

2
m2n#a

3
m3n, (30)

where a
i

and n are adjustable parameters which are a function of a, j, and k. A least-squares
approach was used to obtain values for these parameters. For particular a, j, and k values, Eq. (25)
was evaluated [using the assumed function, Eq. (30)] at 20 evenly spaced m values from 0.05 to 1.
These 20 function values (which ideally should equal zero) were then squared and summed to
produce an aggregate "t error. An optimizer was used to adjust the a

i
and n values to minimize the
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Fig. 2. Plot of PM versus j for optimal and ogival nose shapes. Note that the optimal nose goes blunt (penetration depth
minimized) for j values less than 1.39 for this case (a"0.5, k"0.2).

"t error. Values of the NM [Eq. (23)] and MM [Eq. (24)] integrals for insertion into Eq. (25) were
obtained by a numerical integration scheme also using 20 evenly spaced m values from 0.05 to 1.
The optimizer was constrained to seek solutions with z and z@ greater than or equal to zero.
Further, the parameter n of Eq. (30) was forced to be positive. These calculations were conveniently
conducted using a spreadsheet computer program.

It must be noted that the development of Eq. (25) is a necessary, but not su$cient, condition for
maximum penetration depth. It can equally apply to minimum penetration depth. In fact, both
maxima and minima are achieved along the same path for di!erent combinations of the physical
parameters a, j, and k. This will be illustrated in the next section.

6. Typical results

Numerical test cases were investigated using the same model parameters as reported by
Forrestal et al. [11] for test results involving "ring small steel projectiles into semi-in"nite grout
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Fig. 3. Comparison of optimal nose shapes with the frictionless optimal nose shape of [1]. For the j"1.42 case
penetration depth is maximized and ogival performance is bettered. Penetration depth is minimized for the j"1.36 case
(nose blunted).

Fig. 4. Plots of optimal nose shape for a"0.5 and j"2.0641 (v
0
"500 m/s) for various values of friction coe$cient k.

targets. These tests involved projectiles of mass 65 g and diameter 12.9 mm. The grout target force
response coe$cients were A"2.32E3 kg/m3 (target density) and B"281 MPa (corresponding to
f @
c
"13.4 MPa and a dynamic strength multiplier of 21). The numerical results involved selecting

reasonable values of the system parameters a, j, and k for parametric studies.
Initially, a test case was conducted to determine if the formulation described in this paper indeed

produced optimal penetration results. One means of accomplishing this is to compare the
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Fig. 5. Plots of optimal nose shape for a"0.5 and j"8.2562 (v
0
"1000 m/s) for various values of friction coe$cient k.

Fig. 6. Plots of optimal nose shape for a"0.5 and j"18.576 (v
0
"1500 m/s) for various values of friction coe$cient k.

penetration depths of the optimal nose shape with a well-known e!ective nose shape* the ogive.
Fig. 2 shows a plot of nondimensional penetration depth (PM "2pa2AN/m) of optimal and ogival
penetrators versus j for a"0.5 and k"0.2. As can be seen from this "gure, the optimal penetrator
is clearly more e!ective for the larger j values. However, for j values less than approximately 1.39
(lower-velocity impacts) the nature of the optimal solution changes completely. Instead of maxi-
mizing penetration depth minimization occurs and the optimizer drives the penetrator to a blunt-
ended shape with penetration performance inferior to that of the ogive.
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Fig. 7. Plots of optimal nose shape for a"0.5 and k"0.2 for various values of j. The frictionless case (k"0) is shown
for comparison.

Optimized nose shapes are compared with that of the frictionless case in Fig. 3. Further
optimized nose shapes are shown in Fig. 4 [a"0.5, j"2.0641 (v

0
"500 m/s)], Fig. 5

[a"0.5, j"8.2562 (v
0
"1000 m/s)], and Fig. 6 [a"0.5, j"18.576 (v

0
"1500 m/s)] for various

friction coe$cient k levels. Note that at the higher impact velocities (Figs. 5 and 6) blunting did not
occur even at very high friction levels.

Fig. 7 shows plots of optimal nose shape (a"0.5, k"0.2) for various values of j. The frictionless
case (k"0) is shown in this "gure for comparison. Note that at low impact velocities (small j)
blunting occurs (penetration depth minimized) and that at high impact velocities the optimal shape
closely resembles that of the frictionless case.

Critical levels of k at which blunting occurs are plotted as a function of j for various values of
a in Fig. 8. This "gure clearly shows that unrealistically large friction coe$cients are necessary to
cause a blunt penetrator solution at the higher impact velocities.

Finally, Fig. 9 compares optimal and ogival nose penetration performance as a function of j for
various values of a. In this "gure optimal nose results were not plotted for those values of j where
blunting occurred.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a variational analysis of normal penetration into semi-in"nite
targets including the e!ects of sliding friction on the tip of the penetrator. The choice of friction law
for this paper was one of the simplest. However, the choice of friction may be simple, but its e!ect
on the optimization problem is far from simple. Eq. (25) is a nonlinear di!erential}integral equation
of staggering proportions and any form of analytical solution is practically impossible. The most
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Fig. 8. Plots of the critical k for blunting versus j for various values of a.

expedient approach to solving the problem was to employ a weighted residual technique involving
a trial solution that contained powers of the independent variable and four free constants chosen
by an optimizer to minimize the residual error. This technique produced very satisfactory results
when the combination of physical constants a, j, and k dictated a maximum for the variational
integral. Except in the neighborhood of the transition to a minimum (conjugate point), the solution
was stable and converged rapidly. After the transition to a minimum, the geometry predicted for
the penetrator tip was as close to blunt-ended as possible (see Fig. 3). This situation in the
variational calculus is not uncommon and is usually detected by examining the sign of the second
variation. However, in this instance, that approach is practically impossible due to the severe
complexity of the second variation.

The presence of friction alters the geometry for optimal performance at lower impact velocities
by sharpening the nose of the projectile. The more friction that is present, the sharper the nose
required to achieve maximum depth (of course, this assumes that no erosion is possible and the
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Fig. 9. Plots of PM versus j for optimal and ogival nose shapes for various values of a. Note that the optimal plots were
stopped at the lower levels of j where blunting occurred.

nose does not fail). However, for higher impact velocities, this sharpening of the nose only occurs
for more friction than is reasonable to expect in these problems. For modest friction, the optimal
nose geometry is very close to that predicted in the frictionless case. This is very good news indeed.
Actual friction levels are extremely di$cult to assess, making this analysis awkward to use in the
design of a penetrator. This analysis does, however, provide us with qualitative insight into the
penetration process and the role that friction plays for high- and low-velocity projectiles.

These conclusions should be veri"ed by using an alternative friction law. This is the direction
that future e!orts in this area will take.
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